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GMW 14668 .............. IMMERSION CORROSION OF METALS
GM 258M ................ WEIGHT LOSS INSULATION
GM 273M ................ CORROSION PROTECTIVE COATING FOR BRAKE ROTORS
GM 9070P ................ FLAMMABILITY
GM 4298P ................ SALT SPRAY TEST
GM 4350M .............. PAINTED PART PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENT
GM 4435 .............. PROTECTIVE FINISH – PHOSPHATE TYPE
GM 4465P ............... WATER FOG HUMIDITY TEST
GM 6090M .............. FLAMMABILITY OF MATERIALS
GM 7400M .............. MATERIAL SPECIFICATION PLASTICS
GM 9071P .............. TAPE ADHESION TEST FOR PAINT FINISHES
GM 9141P .............. COMPATIBILITY OF PLASTIC ROLLED GOODS
GM 9200P .............. ACCELERATED AGING AND STEAMING
GM 9202P .............. DETERMINING HEAT BUILD-UP OF INSULATING MATERIAL
GM 9304P .............. WEAR RESISTANCE
GM 9502P .............. KNIFE CROSS-HATCH ADHESION TEST
GM 9505P ................ AUTOMOTIVE ENVIRONMENTAL CYCLES
GM 9506P .............. DIME SCRAPE TEST TO DETERMINE PAINT ADHESION & BRITTLENESS
GM 9507P .............. THUMBNAIL HARDNESS TEST FOR PAINTED PARTS
GM 9509P .............. SOLVENT RUB METHOD FOR DETERMINING CURE OF PAINTED METAL OR PLASTIC SUBSTRATES
GM 9511P .............. SCAB CORROSION CREEPBACK OF PAINT SYSTEMS ON METAL SUBSTRATES
GM 9540P .............. ACCELERATED CORROSION TEST
GM 9675P ................ TEST FOR DYNAMIC FLEX FATIGUE
GM 9838P .............. TAPE LAMINATION TO AUTOMOTIVE COMPONENTS
GME 3191 .............. GENERAL SPECIFICATION ELECTRIC/ELECTRONIC
GME 60400 .............. ABRASION RESISTANCE
GMN 10046 .............. INSULATION – THERMAL AND/OR ACOUSTICAL – PRESSURE-SENSITIVE ADHESIVE, ALUMINUM, AND FIBER COMPOSITE - EXTERIOR
GMN 10083 .............. INTERIOR PAINT FINISH DURABILITY (PLASTIC SUBSTRATES)
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GMW 3059 .......... RESTRICTED & REPORTABLE SUBSTANCES FOR PARTS
GMW 3205 .......... DETERMINING THE RESISTANCE TO ODOR PROPAGATION OF INTERIOR MATERIALS
GMW 3235 .......... FOGGING CHARACTERISTICS OF TRIM MATERIALS
GMW 4700 .......... ZINC ALLOY PLATING
GMW 14872......... CYCLIC CORROSION TEST
GMW 3044 .......... ZINC PLATING
GMW 3010 .......... DETERMINATION OF TENSILE AND ELONGATION PROPERTIES
GMW 3172 .......... GENERAL SPECIFICATION FOR ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC COMPONENT ANALYTICAL / DEVELOPMENT / VALIDATION (A/D/V) PROCEDURES FOR CONFORMANCE TO VEHICLE ENVIRONMENTAL, RELIABILITY, AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
GMW 3205 .......... DETERMINING THE RESISTANCE TO ODOR PROPAGATION OF INTERIOR MATERIALS
GMW 3208 .......... ROTARY ABRASION TEST, TABER TYPE
GMW 3232 .......... TEST METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE FLAMMABILITY OF INTERIOR TRIM MATERIALS
GMW 3235 .......... FOGGING CHARACTERISTICS OF TRIM MATERIALS
GMW 3286 .......... PROCEDURE FOR NEUTRAL SALT SPRAY TEST
GMW 3326 .......... TEARING STRENGTH OF TEXTILE MATERIALS BY TRAPEZOID METHOD
GMW 3359 .......... NON-ELECTROLYTICALLY APPLIED ZINC-RICH COATING
GMW 3431 .......... GENERAL PROCEDURE FOR TESTING SWITCHES
GMW 9538 .......... WEATHERING EXPOSURE TESTS FOR INTERIOR TRIMS
GMW 14011......... OBJECTIVE SUBSYSTEM/COMPONENT SQUEAK AND RATTLE TEST
GMW 14093......... DETERMINATION OF IMPACT RESISTANCE OF PLASTIC COMPONENTS
GMW 14124......... AUTOMOTIVE ENVIRONMENTAL CYCLES
GMW 14162......... COLORFASTNESS TO ARTIFICIAL WEATHERING
GMW 14171......... HEAVY LAYER SOUND BARRIERS AND DECOUPLER ASSEMBLIES
GMW 14333......... RESISTANCE TO FUELS OF EXTERIOR AUTOMOTIVE MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS
GMW 14334......... CHEMICAL RESISTANCE TO FLUIDS
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GMW 14665 ............. ANODIC OXIDATION COATING ON ALUMINUM
GMW 14669 ............. ORGANIC COATING/FINISH PERFORMANCE FOR EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR METALLIC MATERIALS
GMW 14671 ............. ORGANIC COATING PERFORMANCE FOR UNDERHOOD AND UNDERBODY COMPONENTS
GMW 14700 ............. STONE IMPACT RESISTANCE OF COATINGS
GMW 14729 ............. PROCEDURES FOR HIGH HUMIDITY TEST
GMW 14829 ............. TAPE ADHESION TEST FOR PAINT FINISHES
GMW 14885 ............. PAINTED ALUMINUM ROAD WHEELS
GMW 14914 ............. TEST FLUIDS FOR FUEL RESISTANT TESTING
GMW 15272 ............. CORROSION PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION
GMW 15282 ............. CORROSION/UNDERCUTTING SCRIBE CREEPBACK
GMW 15356 ............. SHEET METAL RATING SCALE
GMW 15357 ............. COMPONENT RATING SCALE
GMW 15358 ............. FASTENER RATING SCALE
GMW 15359 ............. WHITE CORROSION RATING SCALE GUIDELINE
GMW 15635 ............. DETERMINATION OF ALDEHYDE AND KETONE EMISSIONS FROM INTERIOR MATERIALS
GMW 15735 ............. STORAGE STABILITY OF ADHESIVES AND SEALERS
GMW 16284 ............. BRAKE ROTOR COATING
GMW 16348 ............. FUNCTIONAL, NON-VISIBLE, INTERIOR TRIM SYSTEM MINIMUM MATERIAL PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
GMW 16443 ............. ADHESION PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR ADHESIVE BACKED FOAM
GMW 16879 ............. PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS OF ULTRA HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT POLYETHYLENE (UHMW PE) TAPE
GMW 16998 ............. DUST-OUT FROM FIBER SOUND ABSORBER PAD
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